
 

Sandbanks Community Group Committee 

Held 2pm 8th July 2022 at the RMYC 

Minutes 

Present : Norman Allenby-Smith, David Morley, Sue Morley, Bertie Webb, Alison Sepping, 
Mike Jennings, Tiff Chawner, Mohan Iyengar, May Haines, Lisa Higgins, Anthony 
Vickery (via WhatsApp) 

Apologies: Kate Allen, Lucie Allen 

1 Matters Arising 
- Confirmation of Committee standing at AGM.  PdeC,DM,SM,BW confirmed they were 

retiring. Standing for election : NA-S, AS, LA, KA, LH, AV, TC,MJ,MI,MH. Discussion 
about whether to add Robert Dunsford at TaylorMade; agreed to ask him to do some 
work with a sub-committee before making any decision on that. 

- Planters. NA-S reported that a preliminary meeting had been held with BCP with 
Laurence T in attendance. A design would be forthcoming shortly from BCP; on an 
initial basis, the thought was the cost would be rather more than had been obtained 
from the CIL application. It was suggested that various local businesses might be 
willing to contribute when the design was agreed; all agreed that this should be 
pursued once the cost was known. Rockwater and Rumseys were suggested. MI 
agreed to look at possibility of getting further CIL funding. The suggestion was that it 
might be possible to schedule the work for September. 

- SB Café Scene discussions. This had been discussed, but no agreement possible until 
it was established who owned/leased the area. PdeC agreed to do a  land registry 
search of the area by the bins - ? Daniel Auerbach.  Agreed to approach Sophie (Police) 
about speed cameras and potential for speed bumps at entrance to car park. 

- Kite Beach. See below. 
- Wessex Water. NA-S reported that he had been maintaining relationship with George 

Taylor at WW – being the Director of Sewerage Services – very good feedback and 
willing to stay engaged. Reported that GT had said that he would be investigating the 
smell in the area of ACE. MJ and NA-S to run the liaison with him going forward. 

- SVG Governance. NA-S to follow up with KA, 
- Noise Detection Cameras. 2 approaches had been made to Robert Syms, but no 

feedback had been received. DM to forward emails to MI to follow up. 
2 Kite Beach Strategy. Phil at Kite Beach has started the process for getting it registered. 

Neither the Harbour Commission nor Wessex Water are keen. Mohan offered to check 
with BCP whether they were interested. Initial water testing (by Phil) were not 
encouraging; next steps included more robust water testing. Sub-committee to progress 
with long-term aims to include the installation of jetties/pier and associated facilities; LA 
KA LH agreed to act with input from AV in support; AV to continue with work on 
slipways. 

3 Rockwater Liaison. DM reported that Luke Davies had decided at this very late hour not 
to appear at the AGM; apparently disconcerted by his treatment by a vicious response 
from some residents at Branksome. Rockwater has bought the Sandbanks café and the 



 

Branksome cafe and have put in planning applications for both, to seek to replicate the 
success of similar operations in Brighton. We have been largely supportive, and this has 
been positive in revising certain aspects of the proposed alterations; Branksome has 
been a different experience. LD apparently willing to arrange a private meeting with 
limited numbers;  DM to arrange. 

4 Sandpolo Preparations. NA-S has met with Johnny Wheeler of Sandfest and 
preparations were continuing. It looked to be being run similarly to past years. 

5 Membership. DM reported that the renewal season had been relatively successful, and 
that membership now stood at about 700 members. Considerable work had been put in 
to ensure the records were up to date. DM now ready to hand over to KA and AS – 
tasked with liaising. 

6 Haven. DM reported that the planning officer’s report due for the special planning 
meeting on the 13th July, was recommending refusal on flood planning grounds; DM 
considered that there was a possibility that the meeting could be adjourned, but more 
likely to go ahead. DM and BW to speak; DM to remain chair until after the planning 
meeting on the 13th. 

7 Planning Applications. 
- Dhobi. Nothing further. 
- SYC. Nothing further. 
- 22 Banks Road. Nothing further. 

8 Neighbourhood Plan. BW reported that the draft plan was going through some minor 
wording changes as a result of BCP’s statutory consultee comments. He reported that 
ECA advised that it was necessary to have BCP onside before submitting the plan to BCP 
for Regulation 15 analysis. BW said that he would put pressure on to get this sorted as 
soon as possible. 

9 AOB. AV asked the committee to respond to the Rockwater planning applications before 
the due date which was next week. 

10 Next Meeting. NA-S to liaise with the Committee regarding date of the next meeting 
which he hoped would be in September. After discussion, this looked likely to be in 
October. 

 
The meeting closed at 3:30pm. 

 


